
 The echo of waves crashing against the shore rang hard in the ears of all six of them 

standing at the cliffs edge. It would be a deep cold swim this year as winter had lingered longer 

than normal and extended far into the spring. Even the birds were weeks late in their migrations 

throwing off the timing of the solstice bow hunts. Winds whipped at the six scrawny twelve year 

old children nearly knocking them down. Nal of the family, Hansorm, shivered. His naked body 

not used to an uncovered world. Years ago, a blink to Nal, his brother Helie had died in this 

same test. Still, Nal thought he saw Helie at the market or dashing around corners as though he 

hadn’t died but had just been playing a long game of hide and seek but could never be found. 

 

Behind Nal were four Guardsmen wrapped in their blue cloaks holding their short 

spears. A ship floated in the ocean beyond the cliff. Before the children was their next 10 years. 

A tradition of war and adulthood. A life spent in the service of their Kingdom before . They would 

leap as children and arise as Gulians or not at all. Nal didn’t know the other boys. In truth he 

didn’t care to. He was the King's nephew. A man already in his mind, just waiting for his body to 

catch up. The other boys were merely playmates that he’d disregarded long ago. 

 

 Blue sails rippled in the distance below blue flags bearing the silver eagle of Gulia. The 

four ships were small and shallow. Built for speed not commerce. Their sails were draped 

between two masts at either end of the ship creating one giant triangular sail. The soldiers wore 

thin sleeveless shirts and pants hardly passed the knees. All clothing was blue for nationhood  

and thin so that they could swim more easily. The flagship captained by Nal’s father Grannick 

Hansorm, dropped anchor prompting the others to do so as well. It was a mile long swim to the 

boats, a tall order after a fifty foot drop into the Gullian Swells. 

 “I remember when we jumped,” said Marcus leaning against the rail at the front of the 

ship. He was a hair, gruff, older man. 

 Grannick looked at his old friend for a brief second then back to the cliff, “The water had 

time to warm that year and we still lost two friends that day.” 

 “So you are worried?” Stated Marcus eyeing Grannick’s left hand squeezing his whale 

bone dagger to the point of turning his knuckles white. Grannick was always tense when it was 

time for the young to take part in the trials of manhood and join the military protecting their 

island. 

 “We lost his brother in warmer water last year,” there was a shaky fear in Grannick’s 

normally calm voice. 

 “Can’t lose them all my friend.” 

 “I’ve never lost a battle Marcus. Never turned from the gods or looked down on another 

man. Not once have I refused to help a person in need. Yet Mother Ocean saw it right to take 

one boy. What is to stop her from taking another?” 

 “I cannot pretend to understand the ways of our Mother Ocean but I can tell you that Nal 

is a great boy. Strong. While, we’ve been away your wife has raised a fine man out of him. They 

tell me he is brave. Someone who will make our people proud.” 

 “I’d almost rather not have him jump. I want to rush over there and stop the whole thing. 

Better to live than drown.” 



 “But then sir,” Marcus paused shuddering at the thought, “He’d never be a man. He’d 

never see battle or have a right to marriage. He’d live his whole life as a simpleton 

accomplishing nothing maybe even as a serf. Being treated as a nothing.” 

 “They are about to jump,” Grannick couldn’t tell which boy was his son. The guards w ith 

them had pushed them to the edge of the cliff, “Pray for him with me Marcus.” 

 “I pray for all the boys' sir.” 

  

The fifty foot fall looked like it would have taken far longer than it had. In one instance 

Nal was standing on the cliff edge and in the next Nal was near impact. It’d been only a few 

seconds of rushing air and pounding heart beats before Nal crashed through the surface 

disappearing into the waves below. Five other children followed. Three of them remained silent 

during the fall like Nal had and the other two screeched in fear all the way down. It was instinct 

to fire yourself straight back up to the surface once you hit bottom but the boys had all been told 

to look up though the stinging salt water and feel for the waves. They’d been instruc ted to wait 

for a good moment to breach the surface so that they didn’t catch a wave crashing into the cliff 

face and be killed before the hard part started. 

 The water was clear enough that Nal could make out the figures of the other boys as he 

rested at the bottom collecting himself. The adrenaline of the fall had him ready to charge at 

anything. The water was rich with sea creatures and corals. Schools of rainbow colored fish 

swarmed around the area dodging the plunging children. It was a depth and beauty that Nal 

hadn’t previously witnessed. Beams of light cascaded through the water in a picturesque display 

of dancing beams refracting off of luminous corals and rainbows of fish. Thick red rainbow 

corries with their seven foot bodies glimmered as they dug the tendrils of their faces into the soft 

sand deposited in the lower sections of the reef. 

The last boy to jump was the first to breach and subsequently he was pushed back 

under the overhang of the cliff beyond what the guards could see. In the areas beyond the 

shore front where the sun illuminated the waters the young boy disappeared into the darkness 

beneath the island. That crash of waves was Nal’s signal to shoot forward. His lungs burned 

from holding so long and his body was nearly prepared to try breathing water for a chance at 

oxygen when his head burst from the water into the warm air. 

 aNal’s was shivering but there was no time to think about the pain of the water's icy 

needles sticking into his body. There was only the swim. Getting this far was emotionally 

exhausting for a boy of twelve the rest of his journey would be of pure  endurance. This was 

where a boy was usually lost to Mother Ocean. Rarely did they die in the fall or in escaping the 

crashing waves. They’d been taught how to handle those circumstances. How to roll with the 

waves; to breath just before the water toppled their heads. It was the cold open ocean ta threat. 

A mile was a long swim for anyone. The easiest way to do it would be to swim slowly and 

conserve energy. To take a moment every now and again to float and catch his breath. Knowing 

this Nals, the first to exit the crashing waves, slowed his pace. He allowed the other boys to 

pass him. Even the boy who’d been pushed back into the black waters had emerged and was 

now swimming quickly towards the salvation of the distant ships. Nal caught a glimpse of a cut 

along the boy’s skull. A deep one that might attract predators. In response Nal moved further 

away so that as the boy passed Nal and swam forward the current would not bring the scent of 

blood around Nal al’s was shivering but there was no time to think about the pain of the 
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other boys to pass him. Even the boy who’d been pushed back into the black waters had 
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a glimpse of a cut along the boy’s skull. A deep one that might attract predators. In response 

Nal moved further away so that as the boy passed Nal and swam forward the current would not 

bring the scent of blood around Nal. 

 He then watched the boy with a cut swim in a furry, thrashing about, and wasting energy. 

He’d wanted to tell the boy to stop but didn’t know he had the energy to waste on keeping his 

mouth above water enough to yell while continuing to swim. 

  

Marcus held a glass looking lense to his eye, “They all look to have made it. Two are off 

course and swimming further out to sea. Another is lagging behind, possibly injured. Then 

there's another boy out front thrashing about like he’s trying to attract a shark.” 

 “Good, good, I do hope that Nal is in the middle. Not wasting energy to be first in but 

knowing well enough not to be last,” Grannick stated before turning away from the scene. 

Marcus held out the looking glass to him but Grannick declined and moved instead towards the 

back of the ship. Past the remaining fourteen soldiers playing four separate games of dice on 

the deck and onto the small tented quarters at the back of his ship where dried fruits, fish jerky, 

and wine were stored. 

 “Were you not going to watch sir?” Marcus asked having followed Grannick the short 

way to the stern. He sat next to Grannick on the cots that were laid out still from the night prior. 

 “No Marcus. If he drowns I’d rather not see.” 

 “Then dice sir? A quick game with the men to take your mind off things?” 

 “No,” Grannick laid back, and pulled out his whale bone dagger. He held it to his chest 

sometimes when he laid. It made him feel safe and close to the Mother Ocean, “The boy wants 

to be a Mage Hunter. I’d rather see him be a captain.” 

 “I thought we came to watch sir. Pull away from our duties with the King for this and you 

don’t want to watch? All the favors you called in for this moment?” 

 “I want to be here when he comes out of the water. I want to be the one who pulls him 

up and I want to give him this,” Grannick held up the dagger, “to keep him safe as he enters his 

term of service.” 

 “I understand sir,” Marcus said standing to move away and watch the boys swim their 

way to becoming men, “You made that for Heile didn’t you?” 

 “Do not speak his name again!” boomed Grennick. His chest inflating with anger. 

 He had carved the dagger for Heile. He’d killed the whale for Heile and chipped and 

carved the bones until finally at long last he’d made a dagger with his own two hands. It’d taken 

months of failure. The meat and blubber of the whale had been long since been eaten or traded 



when the dagger was completed and its handle was wrapped in the leather of a bore Grannick 

had killed. It wasn’t the finest of blades but it as sturdy and sharp. 

  

 It was a little after noon, so the light shined down past Nal and shown the shadows of 

the creatures that lurked beneath him. Some with fins the size of men and others that were as 

small as pebbles twirling in their spiral masses deep below in the clear water. Neither frightened 

him. The larger beasts were more likely to attack the smaller fish than Nal. Fish did not 

commonly eat humans. On rare occasion a shark or octopod would attack a person off the 

shore of Gulia but rare enough that Nal could not recall the last time it happened. Most of the 

times attacks were just stores created by children to scare each other. 

 He was three fourths of the way to his destination and he could see that one of the boys 

ahead of him was nearly there. Two other boys were floating far off to the west of the ships, 

either dragged off course by a current or diverted by their own absent mindedness, hopefully 

resting and not dead. Another two children were half way between Nal and the ships and 

seemed to be fighting each other. A waste of energy likely to kill them both. An eighth of a mile 

and they were competing each other for second. It was senseless. 

 Watching the children squabble and hearing their yelling at each other distracted Nal 

from the exhaustion of his swim. Large waves were rolling in now, stirred by the wind, and as 

Nal was raised upwards he’d saw the two fighting then he’d ride the wave down and they’d 

disappeared behind the oncoming wave. Fighting the will of the Mother Ocean was a waste of 

energy. He would rise and fall and slowly make his way safely to the ship's. Much of his body 

was now numb to the cold already with only his cheeks truly trying to fight of the cold as they 

were warmed by the spring sun. 

 When Nal was near the squabbling children, a boy and a girl, the two split from each 

other and swam in opposite directions as if to allow something to pass between them. Then the 

waves rolled him down and the squabble was out of sight. As Nal rose with the next oncoming 

wave a hard object crashed into him. Nal tried to move off of it but he was in its grasp. Thin 

fingers held Nal, weighing down his arms, and pulling his head under. It was the  injured girl. 

The gash was wet and torn. The blood was coming still but slower than before. His eyes were 

full of fear, begging for help. The other children had left her to die. 

 It wasn’t unheard of for boys to save each other during the ritual of adulthood but it was 

outside the realm of possibility for Nal to have to save a weaker child. Someone who couldn’t 

even complete the first part of the path to manhood without a serious injury was useless in the 

minds of Gulian society. Nal was disgusted by the girls lack of sense. Didn’t she know that she 

was meant to die and not to drag Nal down with her? 

 Was this why Heile had failed? Had another child dragged his drong brother under? Had 

the weak removed all traces of Heile from Nal’s Father and Mother's hearts? He could 

remember now. The heartache. None from his father, but only from his Mother. Months of 

tearful nights. The howling painful screams when she was told Heile died. It was all in this 

scrawny little girl's eyes dragging Nal deeper. 

 In a rage for survival Nal kneed the girl in the stomach and used his body to push his 

own face back above the surface for air. Nal then thought better of his actions and the hurt in 

the girl’s eyes. Perhaps she had been Heile. Perhaps Heile had been injured in the jump and 

drowned because no one saved him. Nal reached back down for the scrawny girl. Laying her on 



her back Nal swam with one arm to better pull her. He held the girl tight for warmth, she was 

nearly too cold to yet be alive. It was nearly the end of the journey. He could make it if he timed 

his breathing and kept calm. 

 Nal heard the congratulatory salutations of the men on the flagship pulling the boys 

ahead of him aboard. He heard praise for Frenick, the first boy and how he’d make a grand 

captain one day. Nal struggled to maintain course while trying to use the sounds of voices to 

guide him to the boat. So far as he could tell no one had seen him coming in with an injured girl. 

He could feel the goo and grime of the side of the ship as he slipped against it. Then his head 

slipped under. Breathing was fruitless, there was only water. A glimmer of sunshine on the 

water above, Nal saw the shadow of the girl he saved being lifted out of the water as his body 

gave way to the pull of Mother Ocean. Nal reached upwards trying to breach the surface with 

his hand to show he was still alive. It was all he could do to move. 

 Grannicks grip was painfully crushing. Tight enough that Mother Ocean herself could not 

have pulled Nal away. All at once he was out of the cold water and on the deck of the ship 

coughing up water and struggling still to breathe. The world around him in a burning haze. 

 Grannick grabbed the hair on the back of his sons head and yanked him upwards 

bending the boy’s neck backwards so that the boy screamed and arched his whole body up in 

pain, reaching to stop the pulling. He contorted as Grannick raised him higher until the boy was 

on his toes. 

 “This shit! You nearly died for someone who couldn’t finish themselves! You arrogant 

little worm!” Grannick bellowed before throwing Nal to the hard wood of the deck. 

 “Grannick he saved a child,” Marcus said placing a hand on Grannick's shoulder. 

 “He nearly killed himself is what he did!” Grannick, turned to the girl Nal had saved. She 

looked cold and dead. Hardly breathing in slow whimpers. Grannick spat on her, “Your family 

will be disgraced by you. You should have died. Now they will have to see what you become. 

Useless.” 

 

*** 

 “I am proud of you Nal,” Grannick said seated next to Nal at the back of boat. The hip 

had raised anchor and after allowing Nal a moment to warm himself in the sun’s grace it was 

time for Grannick to say goodbye to his child and hello to the beginnings of the man his boy 

would become. He put his hand on Nal’s knee. Nal flinched away from him pulling his warm 

towel tight. Grannick grunted, “I did what I did out of fear. I didn’t mean to hurt you Nal. You 

shouldn’t have risked yourself. You could have died.” 

 “I know,” Nal resent his father's actions. He’d done a good thing. He’d saved someone 

even though he wasn't supposed to. An action that in any other situation would have been met 

with praise. He’d have been given hugs and extra rations. Now he was left with one towel while 

the other children were given two towels to dry and stave off the now whipping wind nearly 

made Nal’s damp skin as chilled as it had been in the water. 

 “Others may find you weak now after your actions. You will have a harder time earning a 

ship of your own. Part of this test was to show that you can make the hard choice. You cannot 

save everyone from Mother Ocean.” 

 “All I could think about was Heile. I had to save him,” Nal looked down and tried to focus 

on one wooden plank and its black knots. He wanted to escape his father's gaze. 



 “We don’t mention Heile,” Grannick sighed, “I’ll overlook this digression after your 

accomplishment today but do not think it will be acceptable in the future.” 

 “Why don’t we talk about him? It’s like he never existed?” 

 “He’s gone. He failed. We don’t look back on our failures. We don’t let them carry us 

down. We move forward. It is the way of Gulia. Strong forward progress. Once you have aged 

and become a citizen you will understand.” 

 “Mother still thinks of him. I can see it in her eyes. I hear it when she cries at night.” 

 “You will become hard to it son. As we all do. You will move on and become a Captain 

as I have. Hopefully a member of the Kingsguard as is tradition.” 

 “I don’t want to be a Kingsguard.” 

 “Your wants will change with age.” 

 “When will I see Mother again?” 

 “Whenever you need to. If you return too often you will be seen as weak. Be aware son, 

weakness will get you killed in this life. Be kind, be helpful, but do not show weakness.” 

 “Why?” 

 “The weak cannot protect the island. This island is all we have and all must protect it.” 

 “I am not weak.” 

 Grannick placed his hand on Nal’s shoulder, “A weak man would have died from what 

you did today.” 

 Nal breathed deep, still tired from the swim, and exhaled a long shaky wheeze. 

 “Get warm boy. Keep from getting sick. Your tour of the kingdom’s begins soon. I’ve 

arranged for Marcus to be your master. You will spend the next two years with him.” 

 “Father I don’t-” 

 “You don’t have choices Nal. Your life is not your own. Your life is for Gulia until you 

incapable of serving and then it is for Mother Ocean.” 

 “Yes father,” Nal said defeated. 

 “You and the other four will become close. One of you will become a leader and head a 

ship of your own with the next three groups to come of age behind you. Until then you will train,” 

there was pride in his stalwart voice, “Train hard my son. You will not see me or your mother 

again until you’ve accomplished all of your training in a satisfactory manner,” he looked 

perturbed by his thoughts, “It will take years. Likely your trip to the far reaches of our world will 

mature you and make you understand why Gulia is worth protecting. If not then surely the world 

will destroy you.” 

 “Father.” 

 “You’re going to see things Nal. You're not going to be ready but you're going to have to 

take actions that you might regret but you're going to learn to live with them and you're going to 

learn the trade routes. You’re going to learn how Mother Ocean tells us  it’s safe and how she 

tell’s us it's deathly.” 

 “Father.” 

 “I know you’re not ready. No one ever is but you have strength in you boy,” Grannick put 

his hand on Nal’s chest, “You can make your people proud.” 

 “What will happen to her?” Nal pointed across the ship to the girl he’d saved. She 

shivered beneath a towel and looked sickly. No one had seen to her wound apart from wrapping 

a thin cloth around it to cease the bleeding. 



 Grannick paused. Looked over the weak girl, “What do you think will happen to her?’ 

 “Will she be made to leave? Forced into another Kingdom like the Golmen’s boy last 

summer?” 

 “No, the Golmen’s boy was left to the will of Mother Ocean. We drop Pedofiles half way 

between ports.” 

 “The weak, the lazy, all the men and women that you said left to be with Mother Ocean 

when I was small…” 

 “Dead.” 

 “She will be left to Mother Ocean?” 

 “No. Her fate will be different. It’s rare to see someone get saved in Trial of Adulthood. 

She will be your serf if you would have her.” 

 “And if I don’t?” he didn’t want a serf. Serfs were for the lazy and incapable. 

 “She will likely be a serf to another. Never a full citizen. Never allowed to vote. Never 

given placement or housing.” 

 “She made it the boat. Survived the swim. Could she not sail with us.” 

 “Son, you need to put her out of your mind.” 

 Nal couldn’t. He’d saved her. He felt responsible for her, “I don’t even know her name.” 

 “You don’t need to know her name. He is weak. Left all thoughts of her pass.” 

 Nal didn’t understand the connection. Somehow in his mind that girl was Heile. She 

wasn’t just some random girl she was Mother Ocean giving him a chance to have the sibling 

that was robbed from him. 

 Grannick continued, “Her wound was deep and will likely be infected. She will be dead 

before you have reached your first port.” 

 “We can help her.” 

 “The weak don’t get medicine. It is to precious of a commodity to waste on a girl who will 

never be a citizen.” 

 “Put her on the boat that takes me away,” he could save her again couldn’t he? Do what 

no one else would. Be the martyr he now felt born to be. The man who’d carry the burden of his 

people, be they weak like Heile or strong like Grannik, “If she lives-” 

 “You want to watch her die slowly? Won't waste food on her if she does get infected. 

Your shipmates won't help someone so weak.” 

 “I don’t-” he couldn’t believe he was saying it, “ Believe the weak all need to die. I think-” 

 Grannick clamped his hand around the back of Nal’s neck nearly roaring. His hand 

shook and then released Nal. Grannick stood and began to walk away, “Fine. I’ll have her scent 

with you so you can watch her die and maybe that will put some strength into you!” 

 Nal watched girl across the deck shake and struggle to stay awake. She wasn’t dead 

yet. Some color had finally returned to her face though her lips were still purple. She looked at 

him with her longing eyes and drooped tearful frown. He could see her tears far the distance. 

They were little rivers running away from something awful. Was saving her the right decision? 

Could the weak become the strong? He didn’t know for sure but in Helie’s honor he would not 

allow her to succumb to any preventable end. She couldn’t cover herself. Neither could Nal. 

One towel each was not enough for comfort from the wind. But winds would not blow forever 

and eventually he would dry and be well just as she would heal and be well. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


